
Unit 2B: Energy

Aim: Different Forms of Energy and Energy Transfers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmcevC55K3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmcevC55K3s


CHEMICAL ENERGY

The energy stored within the chemical bonds 
of a substance.

O + O → O2 + energy

O2 + energy → O + O 
Energy is absorbed 
to break a bond and 
released when 
making a bond.



“Heat” is the transfer of thermal energy between objects. 

A transfer of thermal energy is caused by the difference in KE.

THERMAL ENERGY
Energy within an object or system due to the 
movement/friction of its particles.



NUCLEAR ENERGY

• Energy stored inside the nucleus of atoms. 

• Released by splitting or combining atomic nuclei.



ELECTRICAL ENERGY

• Energy from the movement of electrons through a 
conductor.



ELECTROMAGNETIC  ENERGY

Energy in waves

The sun is the primary source of 
electromagnetic energy

• Radio Waves

• Microwaves

• Infrared

• Visible Light

• UV Rays 

• X-Rays

• Gamma Rays



MECHANICAL ENERGY

• The energy in an object due to its motion.

• Ex: Car moving, airplane propeller turning, your muscles 
making you move.



IDENTIFYING FORMS OF ENERGY



IDENTIFYING FORMS OF ENERGY



1. The dam on Niagara Falls

2. Solar Panels

3. Radiation treatments to 
kill a tumor

4. Twisting a rubber band on 
the propeller of a toy 
airplane.

5. A steam engine in a train.

6. A gasoline engine in a car.

7. Carbohydrate loading before a 
marathon.

8. Write down your own 
example of a process and its’ 
energy transfers.
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PE→mechanical energy →
electrical energy → KE

Electromagnetic energy→ PE →
thermal energy → electrical 
energy → KE

Nuclear → Electromagnetic 
energy→ KE

PE→ chemical energy → thermal 
energy →mechanical energy → KE

PE→ chemical energy → thermal 
energy →mechanical energy → KE

Chemical energy → PE

KE→mechanical energy → PE


